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The second biggest meteorite discovered
Its name is Gancedo, it has a diameter of a pair of meters, it is metallic and weights more than 30 tons.
The researchers from the Asociación Chaqueña de Astronomía dug it in the past September, inside the
Argentine territory called Campo del Cielo, where in ancient times the most frightening meteorite...

ALMA uncovers secrets of giant space blob
An international team using the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), along with the
European Southern Observatory’s Very Large Telescope (VLT) and other telescopes, has discovered the true
nature of a rare object in the distant Universe called a Lyman-alpha Blob (LAB). Up to now astronomers...

Hubble helps find light-bending world with two suns
A distant planet orbiting two stars, found by its warping of spacetime, has been confirmed using observations from the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope. The planet’s mass caused what is known as a
microlensing event, where light is bent by an object’s gravitational field. The event was observed in...

ALMA catches stellar cocoon with curious chemistry
A team of Japanese researchers have used the power of the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA) to observe a massive star known as ST11 in our neighbouring dwarf galaxy, the Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC). Emission from a number of molecular gases was detected. These indicated that the team...

Hubble takes close-up look at disintegrating comet
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has captured one of the sharpest, most detailed observations of a comet
breaking apart, which occurred 67 million miles from Earth. In a series of images taken over a three-day
span in January 2016, Hubble revealed 25 building-size blocks made of a mixture of ice and dust that...

The wonders of Murray Buttes
During its long march at the foot of Mount Sharp, NASA's Curiosity rover studied for about a month the
surface conformation of the Murray Buttes region, and just before leaving for other destinations it
beamed back to Earth some spectacular images that show with great definition the stratification of some...

Highest resolution image of Eta Carinae
Led by Gerd Weigelt from the Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy (MPIfR) in Bonn, a team of
astronomers have used the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) at ESO’s Paranal Observatory to
take a unique image of the Eta Carinae star system in the Carina Nebula. This colossal binary system...

Hubble detects giant ‘cannonballs’ shooting from star
Great balls of fire! NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has detected superhot blobs of gas, each twice as
massive as the planet Mars, being ejected near a dying star. The plasma balls are zooming so fast through
space it would take only 30 minutes for them to travel from Earth to the Moon. This stellar “cannon fire”...

Black hole hidden within its own exhaust
Supermassive black holes, millions to billions of times the mass of our Sun, are found at the centers of
galaxies. Many of these galactic behemoths are hidden within a thick doughnut-shape ring of dust and
gas known as a torus. Previous observations suggest these cloaking, tire-like structures are formed...

Rosetta mission: a fairy tale ending
After more than two years of intensive and close-up investigation of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, the
Rosetta probe reunited again with its Philae lander on the smaller lobe of the comet. The scientific material
produced by the mission is unprecedented and sheds new light not only on the formation and evolution...
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The second
biggest
meteorite
discovered
by Michele Ferrara

Its name is Gancedo, it has a diameter of a pair of meters, it
is metallic and weights more than 30 tons. The researchers
from the Asociación Chaqueña de Astronomía dug it in
the past September, inside the Argentine territory called
Campo del Cielo, where in ancient times the most frightening meteorite shower ever witnessed took place.

T

he background
scenario represents effectively
the shower of
giant meteorites
which more than
4000 years ago
fell over the north
territory of the
current Argentina.
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200 to 4700 years ago, in the northeast of current Argentina, an imposing
meteorite shower took place, which
filled the soil with hundreds of tons of iron,
in an oval area with at least 300 km2. The
population of that area quickly started exploring this unexpected resource in order
to build weapons and various tools, and
they transmitted to the next generations

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2016
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T

he map on the
side shows
where the provinces of Chaco
and Santiago del
Estero are located, where in between it extends
Campo del Cielo.
Below we see the
gigantic meteorite El Chaco, the
world’s second
bigger meteorite
before the discovery of Gancedo.
[Insituto Turismo
Chaco]

the memory of that impressive event. When
in the mid-sixteenth century the Spanish
reached these territories, they learned
about these remote happenings
and, since iron was
such an important
resource,
especially for military
purposes, they decided to check the

veracity of these tales. Therefore, in 1576
the very first military expedition was organized by Tucumán’s governor, Gonzalo
Abreu y Figueroa, to a vast
area in the border between
the young provinces of Santiago del Estero and Chaco,
an area which the indigenous
called Piguem Nonralta (or Hatum Pampa) and the Spanish
translated it to Campo del Cielo.
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T

he biggest
known meteorite is Hoba,
discovered in Namibia almost a
century ago. Its
estimated weight
is more than 60
tons. The presence of tourists
gives an idea of
its sizes. At the
right, El Santagueño, one of the
biggest meteorites discovered in
Campo del Cielo.
[Instituto Turismo
Chaco]

On that place, the expedition effectively
found a metallic bulk that emerged from
the soil, which they named Fierro del Tucumán. Not believing it could have fallen
from the sky, they convinced themselves
that this was nothing but a simple mining
vein. After gathering several samples,
which seemed to be
made of particularly pure iron, the explorers came back
the same way and
reported to the governor, which communicated the facts
to the Spanish monarchy.
Maybe due to the
apparent smallness
of the found metal,
the first expedition
did not have any
follow up, Campo
del Cielo was forgotten and the
tales of the natives

became mere legends. A pair
of centuries later, these tales
stimulated the curiosity of a
certain Bartolomé Francisco
de Maguna who, in the name
of the vice-king from Chile
and Peru, in 1774 rediscovered the metallic bulk and
renamed it Mesón de Fierro.
Aside from gathering some
samples, de Maguna also
estimated the metallic bulk’s
weight as about 20 tons.
Two years later, the expedition was repeated as well as
the gathering of samples
from the meteorite, and
the participants also created
maps and drawings, but they
were lost.
In the years and decades
that followed, new expeditions reached Campo del
Cielo, several samples were
sent and analyzed in Spain
and England, and many estimates regarding weight and sizes were made for the
Mesón de Fierro. But over time and with
the enlargement of the area where objects
with great sizes were found, the Mesón de
Fierro stopped being an attraction and fell
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into oblivion, probably because it was
covered by soil layers transported by
natural phenomena.
The interest in Campo del Cielo has
been successively revived over the
twentieth century, and in 1969 a few
researchers spotted at a depth of about
5 meters a massive metallic bulk, almost certainly an enormous fragment
of the meteorite that had fallen 4 millennia earlier. Unfortunately, because
of organizational and mostly financial
problems, it was only possible to proceed with the object recovery in 1980.
The meteorite that came out of the
buried crater immediately appeared
enormous and, in fact, its approximated weight, 37 tons, put it in second
place compared to the meteorites
found on our planet, overcome only by
the gigantic meteorite Hoba, retrieved
in Namibia in 1920 and whose weight
is estimated to be approximately 60
tons (actually, it was never extracted from
the ground). From the moment it was dug
up in the province of Chaco, the “new” meteorite came to be called El Chaco. This last
extraction marked a turning point in the investigation of Campo del Cielo, accelerating the identification of new buried craters
and, then, of other big fragments of the
original meteoroid. In relatively recent
times, the most interesting extractions have

resulted from the collaboration between
the local Asociación Chaqueña de Astronomía and the great expert and meteorite
hunter William A. Cassidy, former Geology
and Planetary Science professor, already
a leading figure on the identification of
El Chaco. Thanks to NASA’s financing, between 2005 and 2008 the researchers were
able to study the meteorite shower dispersion using images taken by airplanes and
satellites, and
through topographic
and
magnetic maps
they managed
to identify unknown impact
craters, due to
them being covered with soil
and vegetation
layers.
The result was
the extraction
of several meteorites of various tons, such
as La Sorpresa,
El Santiagueño,

T

wo more
multi-ton meteorites discovered by the Asociación Chaqueña
de Astronomía:
Carmen Sosa
(5.68 t) and, below, La Sorpresa
(14.87 t). [Instituto Turismo
Chaco]
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diameter (about 2 meters) and a priori the
composition (identical to the other fragments, 93% iron, almost 7% nickel and
some other trace elements) it became clear
that they had in front of them a weight record. The verification showed that Gancedo had a weight of 30.8 tons, ranking
third, behind Hoba and El Chaco. However,
since the investigators kenwthat the last
one was not weighed with absolute precision, they decided to reweigh it with the
same instrument used for Gancedo, discovering that it was actually definitely lighter:
not 37 tons as it was believed to be, but
28.84 tons.
Therefore, Gancedo is by all means the second most massive meteorite ever found
on our planet. But if instead we consider
the entire mass that fell in Campo del
Cielo, we are in the presence of the most
massive meteorite shower in absolute, at

T

he photos and
video of this
page show some
of the final stages
of the recovery
of the enormous
meteorite Gancedo, the world’s
second biggest
one. [Instituto
Turismo Chaco]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Os
LN9kDxHQ
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C

ampo del
Cielo is today
a theme park of
national relevance: every year
the party of the
meteorite is celebrated (poster on
top), and inside
the Center of
Representation
there are collections of meteorites (upper right)
and interactive
devices (in front)
where the visitors
are able to acquire a great
amount of information. [Instituto
Turismo Chaco]

least among the ones known.
The investigators believe, in
fact, that the other 100 tons of
meteorite material recovered
so far represent not more than
30-33% of the whole meteorite
shower, so it is likely that in
that area at least 200 tons of
meteorites are still buried. The
big meteoroid that produced
the phenomenon certainly came
from the main belt of asteroids
(located between the orbits of
Mars and Jupiter) and had an estimated
mass of about 840
tons, more than 500
of which were destroyed while crossing the terrestrial
atmosphere, which
vaporized
almost
entirely all the compounds and chemical elements lighter
than iron and nickel.
Curiously, the discovery of Gancedo
occurred a few days
before the opening
of the 12th Fiesta Nacional del Meteorito, which happens
every year, since 2005, in the territory of
Gancedo. As well as by the new
gigantic meteorite, the success
of the party was secured by
the opening of the Scientific
and Educative Park “Campo del
Cielo”. Located about twenty
kilometers away from the village of Gancedo, the new park
is an open sky museum, with
trails spread inside an area of
100 hectares, across which the
visitants can find the 8 multiton meteorites already extracted from the soil (inclusively the
last one) and then reach the
Center of Representation which hosts more
than 300 meteorites inside blades. Here the
visitants can acquire lots of information
through interactive devices which explain

what asteroids are, how the meteorite
shower of Campo del Cielo was produced,
which effects it had on the ancient inhabitants of that territory, how the first meteorites were found and many other questions.
Unmissable destination for all the amateur
astronomer tourists, the entire structure is
now classified as national park, condition
that will protect it with specific rules.
Also thanks to new financing, it will be
possible to proceed with the recovery of
other great meteorites and preserve the
ones already recovered by acts contrary to
public interest, such as theft, also countless
in the recent history of that precious territory. The most clamorous case dates from
1990, when a citizen from the US, taking
advantage of the negligence existing at
that time in Campo del Cielo, was able to

carry El Chaco into a truck in order to take
it away. Fortunately, the thief fell into a
traffic control, got arrested and the gigantic meteorite was returned to its place. n
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ALMA
uncovers
secrets
of giant
space blob
by ALMA Observatory

A

n international team using
the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), along with the European Southern Observatory’s Very Large Telescope (VLT) and other telescopes,
has discovered the true nature of a
rare object in the distant Universe
called a Lyman-alpha Blob (LAB).

T

Up to now astronomers did
not understand what made
these huge clouds of gas shine so
brightly, but ALMA has now seen
two galaxies at the heart of one of
these objects and they are undergoing a frenzy of star formation
that is lighting up their surroundings. These large galaxies are in

his rendering shows a snapshot from a cosmological simulation of a Lymanalpha Blob similar to LAB-1. This simulation tracks the evolution of gas and dark
matter using one of the latest models for galaxy formation running on the NASA
Pleiades supercomputer. This view shows the distribution of gas within the dark
matter halo, color coded so that cold gas (mainly neutral hydrogen) appears red
and hot gas appears white. Embedded at the centre of this system are two strongly
star-forming galaxies, but these are surrounded by hot gas and many smaller satellite galaxies that appear as small red clumps of gas here. Lyman-alpha photons
escape from the central galaxies and scatter off the cold gas associated with these
satellites to give rise to an extended Lyman-alpha Blob. [J.Geach/D.Narayanan/R.Crain]

turn
at the
center of
a swarm of
smaller ones
in what appears
to be an early
phase in the formation of a massive cluster
of galaxies. The two ALMA sources are destined to
evolve into a single giant elliptical galaxy. LABs are gigantic

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2016
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clouds of hydrogen gas that can span
hundreds of thousands of lightyears and are found at very large
cosmic distances. The name reflects
the characteristic wavelength of ultraviolet light that they emit, known
as Lyman-alpha radiation. Since their
discovery, the processes that give
rise to LABs have been an astronomical puzzle. New observations
with ALMA have now cleared up the
mystery. One of the largest Lymanalpha Blobs known, and the most
thoroughly studied, is SSA22Lyman-alpha blob 1, or LAB-1. Embedded in the core of a huge cluster
of galaxies in the early stages of formation, it was the very first such object to be discovered — in 2000 —
and is located so far away that its
light has taken about 11.5 billion
years to reach us.
A team of astronomers, led by Jim
Geach, from the Centre for Astrophysics Research of the University
of Hertfordshire, UK, has now used
ALMA unparalleled ability to observe light from cool dust clouds in
distant galaxies to peer deeply into
LAB-1. This allowed them to pinpoint and resolve several sources of
submillimeter emission. (Resolution
is the ability to see that objects are
separated. At low resolution, seve-

T

his image
shows one of
the largest known
single objects in
the Universe, the
Lyman-alpha blob
LAB-1. The intense
Lyman-alpha ultraviolet radiation
from the blob appears green after it
has been stretched
by the expansion
of the Universe
during its long
journey to Earth.
[ESO/M. Hayes]

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2016
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T
ral bright sources at a distance would
seem like a single glowing spot, and
only at closer quarters would each
source be distinguishable. ALMA’s
high resolution has resolved what
previously appeared to be a single
blob into three separate sources.)
Astronomers then combined the ALMA images with observations from
the Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer
(MUSE) instrument mounted on the
VLT, which map the Lyman-alpha
light. This showed that the ALMA
sources are located in the very heart
of the Lyman-alpha Blob, where they
are forming stars at a rate over 100
times that of the Milky Way.
Deep imaging with the NASA/ESA
Hubble Space Telescope and spectroscopy at the W. M. Keck Observatory
showed in addition that the ALMA
sources are surrounded by numerous
faint companion galaxies that could
be bombarding the central ALMA
sources, helping to drive their high

his diagram explains how a Lyman-alpha Blob, one of the largest
and brightest objects in the Universe, shines. [ESO/J. Geach]

star formation rates. The team then
turned to a sophisticated simulation
of galaxy formation to demonstrate
that the giant glowing cloud of Lyman-alpha emission can be explained if ultraviolet light produced by
star formation in the ALMA sources
scatters off the surrounding hydrogen gas. This would give rise to the
Lyman-alpha Blob we see.
Jim Geach, lead author of the new
study, explains: “Think of a streetlight on a foggy night — you see the
diffuse glow because light is scattering off the tiny water droplets.
A similar thing is happening here,
except the streetlight is an intensely
star-forming galaxy and the fog is a
huge cloud of intergalactic gas. The
galaxies are illuminating their surroundings.”
Understanding how galaxies form
and evolve is a massive challenge. Astronomers think Lyman-alpha Blobs
are important because they seem to

be the places where the most massive galaxies in the Universe form.
In particular, the extended Lymanalpha glow provides information on
what is happening in the primordial
gas clouds surrounding young galaxies, a region that is very difficult to
study, but critical to understand.
Jim Geach concludes, “What’s exciting about these blobs is that we are
getting a rare glimpse of what’s happening around these young, growing galaxies.
For a long time, the origin of the extended Lyman-alpha light has been
controversial. But with the combination of new observations and cutting-edge simulations, we think we
have solved a 15-year-old mystery:
Lyman-alpha Blob-1 is the site of formation of a massive elliptical galaxy
that will one day be the heart of a
giant cluster. We are seeing a snapshot of the assembly of that galaxy
11.5 billion years ago.”
n
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Catch a Star 2016 Contest Now Open
Catch a Star is a contest organised as a collaboration
between the European Association for Astronomy
Education (EAAE) and ESO. Its goal is to stimulate the creativity and independent work of
students, to strengthen and expand their
astronomical knowledge and skills.
How to Participate
http://www.eaae-astronomy.org/catchastar/participate-menu

Contacts
Oana Sandu
Community Coordinator & Strategy Officer
ESO education and Public Outreach Department
Tel: +49 89 320 069 65
Email: osandu@partner.eso.org

School students around
the world are invited to take
part in the 2016 Catch a Star
astronomy writing contest.
To participate, students should submit a written report on an astronomical topic of their choice — for example,
an astronomical object, phenomenon,
observation, scientific problem or theory.
Reports must be written in English and be
no more than 5000 words in length. They may
be undertaken by groups of up to three students, plus a group leader who is not a student.
Each submission must be emailed as a PDF file to
astro.edu@gmail.com. The deadline for all entries
is 30 November 2016.
The five winners will each receive a mounted image of
a fascinating astronomical object, courtesy of ESO. In
addition, each winner will also have the chance to carry
out remote observations at the National Astronomical Observatory "Rozhen", Bulgaria, or to hold a video conference
with a professional astronomer.
Catch a Star is organised jointly by the European Association
for Astronomy Education (EAAE) and ESO. Its aim is to encourage creativity and independent work amongst students, and to
strengthen and expand their astronomical knowledge and skills.
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VISTA finds remains
of archaic globular
star cluster
by ESO

A

team led by Dante Minniti
(Universidad Andrés Bello,
Santiago, Chile) and Rodrigo
Contreras Ramos (Instituto Milenio
de Astrofísica, Santiago, Chile) used
observations from the VISTA infrared survey telescope, as part of the
Variables in the Via Lactea (VVV)
ESO public survey, to carefully
search the central part of the Milky
Way. By observing infrared light,
which is less affected by cosmic dust
than visible light, and exploiting the
excellent conditions at ESO’s Paranal
Observatory, the team was able to
get a clearer view of this region
than ever before. They found a
dozen ancient RR Lyrae stars at the
heart of the Milky Way that were
previously unknown. Our Milky Way
has a densely populated centre — a
feature common to many galaxies,
but unique in that it is close enough
to study in depth. This discovery of
RR Lyrae stars provides compelling
evidence that helps astronomers decide between two main competing
theories for how nuclear bulges
form (the nuclear stellar bulge is the
compact component in the innermost regions of the Milky Way, and
other galaxies, extending to a size
of about 400 light-years).
RR Lyrae stars are typically found in
dense globular clusters. They are var-

iable stars, and the brightness of
each RR Lyrae star fluctuates regularly. By observing the length of each
cycle of brightening and dimming in
an RR Lyrae, and also measuring the

T

star’s brightness, astronomers can
calculate its distance. (RR Lyrae stars,
like some other regular variables
such as Cepheids, show a simple relationship between how quickly they

his image, captured with the VISTA infrared survey telescope, as part of the
Variables in the Via Lactea (VVV) ESO public survey, shows the central part of
the Milky Way. While normally hidden behind obscuring dust, the infrared capabilities of VISTA allow to study the stars close to the galactic centre. Within this field
of view astronomers detected several ancient stars, of a type known as RR Lyrae.
As RR Lyrae stars typically reside in ancient stellar populations over 10 billion years
old, this discovery suggests that the bulging centre of the Milky Way likely grew
through the merging of primordial star clusters. [ESO/VVV Survey/D. Minniti]
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change in brightness and how luminous they are. Longer periods mean
brighter stars. This
period-luminosity
relationship can be
used to deduce the
distance of a star
from its period of
variation and its apparent brightness.)
U n f o r t u n a t e l y,
these excellent distance-indicator
stars are frequently
outshone by younger, brighter stars
and in some regions they are hidden by dust.
Therefore, locating
RR Lyrae stars right
in the extremely
crowded heart of
the Milky Way was
not possible until
the public VVV survey was carried out using infrared
light. Even so, the team described
the task of locating the RR Lyrae
stars in amongst the crowded throng
of brighter stars as “daunting”.
Their hard work was rewarded, however, with the identification of a dozen RR Lyrae stars. Their discovery indicate that remnants of ancient globular clusters are scattered within the
centre of the Milky Way’s bulge.

T

his visible light
wide-field view
shows the rich star
clouds in the constellation of Sagittarius
(the Archer) in the direction of the centre
of our Milky Way
galaxy. The entire image is filled with vast
numbers of stars —
but far more remain
hidden behind clouds
of dust and are only
revealed in infrared
images. This view
was created from
photographs in red
and blue light and
forming part of the
Digitized Sky Survey
2. The field of view is
approximately 3.5 degrees x 3.6 degrees.
[ESO and Digitized
Sky Survey 2. Acknowledgment: Davide
De Martin and S. Guisard (www.eso.org/
~sguisard)]

clusters is contested by the competing hypothesis that these bulges
are actually due to the rapid accretion of gas.
The unearthing of these RR Lyrae
stars — almost always found in globular clusters — is very strong evidence that part of the Milky Way's
nuclear bulge did in fact form
through merging. By extension, all
other similar galactic bulges may
have formed the same
he video, based on observations made
way.
in the infrared with the VISTA infrared
Not only are these stars
survey telescope shows the central region
powerful evidence for
of the Milky Way galaxy. Several variable
an important theory of
stars within the field of views are marked
galactic evolution, they
with circles. They can also be identified as
are also likely to be
they brighten and fade in regular interover 10 billion years old
vals. At the end the video zooms on one
— the dim, but dogged
of the newly discovered RR Lyrae stars
survivors of perhaps the
(marked with a red circle), which are too
oldest and most masfaint to be seen clearly in the large field
sive star cluster within
of view. [ESO/VVV Survey/D. Minniti]
the Milky Way.
n

Rodrigo Contreras Ramos elaborates: “This discovery of RR Lyrae
Stars in the centre of the Milky Way
has important implications for the
formation of galactic nuclei. The
evidence supports the scenario in
which the nuclear bulge was originally made out of a few globular
clusters that merged.” The theory
that galactic nuclear bulges form
through the merging of globular

T
https://www.eso.org/public/videos/eso1636a/
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Hubble helps find lightworld with two suns
by NASA

A

distant planet orbiting two
stars, found by its warping of spacetime, has
been confirmed using observations from the NASA/ESA Hubble Space
Telescope. The planet’s
mass caused what is
known as a microlensing event, where
light is bent by an
object’s gravitational field.
The event was observed in 2007,
making this the
first circumbinary
planet to be confirmed following
detection of a microlensing event.
Microlensing is
the weakest form
of gravitational
lensing — the bending of the path of a
light ray by some
body of mass between
a light source and an
observer. While strong
lensing can lead to multiple
images of the same object or
to distorted arcs, microlensing
causes a change in the brightness
of the distant object.
The majority of exoplanets detected
so far orbit single stars. Only a few

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2016
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t-bending

circumbinary planets — planets orbiting two stars — have been discovered to date. Most of these
circumbinaries have been detected
by NASA’s Kepler mission, which
uses the transit method for detection. During a transit an exoplanet
moves between its parent star and
the observer. As a result a small
fraction of the star’s light is blocked
and the star becomes fainter.
This newly discovered planet, however, is very unusual. “The exoplanet was observed as a microlensing
event in 2007. A detailed analysis
revealed a third lensing body in addition to the star and planet that
were quite obvious from the data,”
says David Bennett from the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, USA,
lead author of the study.
The event, OGLE-2007-BLG-349, was

T

detected during the Optical Gravitational
Lensing
Experiment
(OGLE), a Polish astronomical project that was established in 1992,
with the primary intention of investigating dark matter using gravitational microlensing.
OGLE searches for and observes
effects from small distortions of
spacetime, caused by stars and
exoplanets, which were predicted
by Einstein in his theory of General
Relativity. These small distortions
are known as microlensing.
However, the OGLE observation
could not confirm the details of the
OGLE-2007-BLG-349 event on its
own, especially the nature of the
third, unknown lensing body.
A number of models could have explained the observed light curve.
The additional data from Hubble

his artist’s impression shows a gas giant planet circling the two red dwarf
stars in the system OGLE-2007-BLG-349, located 8,000 light-years away. The
planet — with a mass similar to Saturn — orbits the two stars at a distance of
roughly 480 million kilometres. The two red dwarf stars are a mere 11 million
kilometres apart. The artist's impression is based on observations made with
Hubble that helped astronomers confirm the existence of a planet orbiting the
two stars in the system.The system is too far away for Hubble to take an image
of the planet. Instead, its presence was inferred from gravitational microlensing. This phenomenon occurs when the gravity of a foreground star bends and
amplifies the light of a background star that momentarily aligns with it. The
particular character of the light magnification can reveal clues to the nature of
the foreground star and any associated planets. The Hubble observations represent the first time such a three-body system has been confirmed using the
gravitational microlensing technique. [NASA, ESA, and G. Bacon (STScI)]
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were essential to enable the scientists to pin down a circumbinary
planet as the only possible explanation for both OGLE’s light curve
and the Hubble observations.
“OGLE has detected over 17,000
microlensing events, but this is the
first time such an event has been
caused by a circumbinary planetary
system,” explains Andrzej Udalski
from the University of Warsaw,
Poland, co-author of the study.
This pioneering discovery suggests
some intriguing possibilities. While
Kepler is more likely to detect
planets with small orbits — and indeed all the circumbinary planets it
discovered are very close to the
lower limit of a stable orbit — microlensing allows planets to be
found at distances far from their
host stars.
“This discovery, suggests we need
to rethink our observing strategy
when it comes to stellar binary lensing events,” explains Yiannis Tsapras, co-author of the study from
the Astronomisches Recheninstitut
in Heidelberg, Germany. “This is an
exciting new discovery for microlensing”. Now that the team has
shown that microlensing can successfully detect events caused by
circumbinary planets, Hubble could
provide an essential role in this
new realm in the continued search
for exoplanets.
n
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ALMA catches stellar
cocoon with curious
chemistry
by ESO

A

team of Japanese researchers
have used the power of the
Atacama Large Millimeter/
submillimeter Array (ALMA) to observe a massive star known as ST11
in our neighbouring dwarf galaxy,
the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).
Emission from a number of molecular gases was detected. These indicated that the team had discovered
a concentrated region of comparatively hot and dense molecular gas
around the newly ignited star ST11.
This was evidence that they had
found something never before seen
outside of the Milky Way — a hot
molecular core.
Hot molecular cores must be: (relatively) small, with a diameter of less
than 0.3 light-years; have a density

T

his artist’s impression shows the
molecules found in a hot molecular core in the Large Magellanic
Cloud using ALMA. This core is the
first such object to be found outside
the Milky Way, and it has significantly different chemical makeup to
those found in our own galaxy. The
figure is a derivative work based
on material from the following
sources: ESO/M. Kornmesser; NASA,
ESA, and S. Beckwith (STScI) and the
HUDF Team; NASA/ESA and the
Hubble Heritage Team (AURA/STScI)/
HEI. [FRIS/Tohoku University]
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over a thousand billion (1012) molecules per cubic metre (far lower than
the Earth's atmosphere, but high for
an interstellar environment); warm in
temperature, at over –173 degrees Celsius. This makes them at least 80 degrees Celsius warmer than a standard
molecular cloud, despite being of similar density. These hot cores form early
on in the evolution of massive stars
and they play a key role in the formation of complex chemicals in space.
Takashi Shimonishi, an astronomer at
Tohoku University, Japan, and the pa-

T

his figure shows observations of the first hot core to be found outside the
Milky Way with ALMA and a view of the region of sky in infrared light. Left:
Distributions of molecular line emission from a hot molecular core in the Large Magellanic Cloud observed with ALMA. Emissions from dust, sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitric oxide (NO), and formaldehyde (H2CO) are shown as examples. Right: An infrared image of the surrounding star-forming region (based on data from the NASA/
Spitzer Space Telescope). [T. Shimonishi/Tohoku University, ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)]

per's lead author enthused: “This is
the first detection of an extragalactic hot molecular core, and it demonstrates the great capability of
new generation telescopes to study
astrochemical phenomena beyond
the Milky Way.” The ALMA observations revealed that this newly discovered core in the LMC has a very
different composition to similar objects found in the Milky Way. The
most prominent chemical signatures
in the LMC core include familiar molecules such as sulfur dioxide, nitric
oxide, and formaldehyde — alongside the ubiquitous dust. But several organic compounds, including
methanol (the simplest alcohol molecule), had remarkably low abundance in the newly detected hot
molecular core. In contrast, cores in
the Milky Way have been observed
to contain a wide assortment of
complex organic molecules, including methanol and ethanol.
Takashi Shimonishi explains: “The
observations suggest that the mo-

lecular compositions of materials
that form stars and planets are
much more diverse than we expected.” The LMC has a low abundance
of elements other than hydrogen or
helium. The research team suggests
that this very different galactic environment has affected the molecule-forming processes taking place
surrounding the newborn star ST11.
This could account for the observed differences in chemical compositions. It is not yet clear if the large,
complex molecules detected in the
Milky Way exist in hot molecular
cores in other galaxies.
Complex organic molecules are of
very special interest because some
are connected to prebiotic molecules
formed in space. This newly discovered object in one of our nearest
galactic neighbours is an excellent
target to help astronomers address
this issue. It also raises another question: how could the chemical diversity of galaxies affect the development of extragalactic life?
n
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Hubble takes
close-up look at
disintegrating comet
by NASA

N

ASA's Hubble Space Telescope
has captured one of the sharpest, most detailed observations of a comet breaking apart,
which occurred 67 million miles from
Earth. In a series of images taken
over a three-day span in January
2016, Hubble revealed 25 buildingsize blocks made of a mixture of ice
and dust that are drifting away from
the comet at a leisurely pace, about
the walking speed of an adult.
The observations suggest that the
roughly 4.5-billion-year-old comet, named 332P/Ikeya-Murakami,
or Comet 332P, may be spinning so
fast that material is ejected from its
surface. The resulting debris is now
scattered along a 3,000-mile-long
trail.
These observations provide insight
into the volatile behavior of comets
as they approach the sun and begin
to vaporize, unleashing dynamical
forces. Comet 332P was 150 million
miles from the Sun, slightly beyond
the orbit of Mars, when Hubble
spotted the breakup.
“We know that comets sometimes
disintegrate, but we don't know
much about why or how they come
apart,” explained lead researcher
David Jewitt of the University of California at Los Angeles. “The trouble
is that it happens quickly and with-

out warning, and so we don't have
much chance to get useful data.
With Hubble's fantastic resolution,
not only do we see really tiny, faint
bits of the comet, but we can watch
them change from day to day. And
that has allowed us to make the
best measurements ever obtained
on such an object.”
The three-day observations reveal
that the comet shards brighten and
dim as icy patches on their surfaces
rotate into and out of sunlight.
Their shapes change, too, as they
break apart. The icy relics comprise
about 4 percent of the parent comet and range in size from roughly 65
feet wide to 200 feet wide. They are
moving away from each other at a
few miles per hour.
The Hubble images show that the
parent comet also changes brightness cyclically, completing a rotation
every two to four hours. A visitor to
the comet would see the Sun rise
and set in as little as an hour. The
comet is also much smaller than astronomers thought, measuring only
1,600 feet across, about the length
of five football fields.
Comet 332P was discovered in
November 2010, after it surged in
brightness and was spotted by two
Japanese amateur astronomers,
Kaoru Ikeya and Shigeki Murakami.
Based on the Hubble data, the research team suggests that sunlight
heated up the comet, causing jets

of gas and dust to erupt from its
surface. Because the nucleus is so
small, these jets act like rocket engines, spinning up the comet's rotation. The faster spin rate loosened
chunks of material, which are drifting off into space.
The research team calculated that
the comet probably shed material
over several months, between October and December 2015. Jewitt
suggests that even some of the
ejected pieces have themselves fallen to bits in a kind of cascading
fragmentation. “Our analysis shows
that the smaller fragments are not
as abundant as one might expect
based on the number of bigger
chunks,” he said. “This is suggestive
that they're being depleted even in
the few months since they were
launched from the primary body.
We think these little guys have a
short lifetime.”
Hubble's sharp vision also spied a
chunk of material close to the comet,
which may be the first salvo of another outburst. The remnant from
still another flare-up, which may
have occurred in 2012, is also visible.
The fragment may be as large as
Comet 332P, suggesting the comet
split in two. But the icy remnant
wasn't spotted until Dec. 31, 2015, by
the Pan-STARRS (Panoramic Survey
Telescope and Rapid Response System) telescope in Hawaii, in work
supported by the Near-Earth Object
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Observations program
in NASA's Planetary
Defense Coordination
Office. That discovery
prompted Jewitt and
colleagues to request
Hubble time to look at
the comet in detail.
Around the same time,
astronomers
around
the world began to
notice a cloudy patch of
material near the comet, which Hubble later
resolved into the 25
pieces.
“In the past, astronomers thought that comets die when they are
warmed by sunlight,
causing their ices to
simply vaporize away,”
Jewitt said.
“Either nothing would
be left over or there
would be a dead hulk
of material where an
active comet used to
be. But it's starting to
look like fragmentation
may be more important. In Comet 332P we
may be seeing a comet
fragmenting itself into
oblivion.”
“Hubble's best previous
glimpse at a fragmenting comet came during
Advanced Camera for
Surveys (ACS) observations of 73P/Schwassmann-Wachmann
3
(73P) in April 2006,”
said collaborator Harold Weaver of the
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory in Laurel,
Maryland. “In those observations, Hubble witnessed a comet with
more than 60 named

T

his NASA Hubble Space Telescope image reveals the ancient
Comet 332P/Ikeya-Murakami disintegrating as it approaches the
sun. The observations represent one of the sharpest views of an icy
comet breaking apart. The comet debris consists of a cluster of
building-size chunks near the center of the image. They form a
3,000-mile-long trail, larger than the width of the continental U.S.
The fragments are drifting away from the comet, dubbed Comet
332P, at a leisurely pace, roughly the walking speed of an adult.
The main nucleus of Comet 332P is the bright object at lower left. It
measures 1,600 feet across, about the length of five football fields.
Hubble spied the debris on Jan. 26, 27, and 28, 2016, when the
comet was 150 million miles from the sun, slightly beyond the orbit
of Mars. The 4.5-billion-year-old comet, which originated from the
Kuiper Belt, probably shed the debris over a short period of time,
from October to December 2015. The comet shards brigh-ten and
dim as icy patches on their surfaces rotate into and out of sunlight.
The icy relics, totaling about 25 pieces, comprise about 4 percent
of the comet and range in size from roughly 65 feet wide to 200
feet wide. The tiny white dot just above the comet may be another fragment, signaling the beginning of another outburst.
These observations provide insight into the volatile behavior of
comets as they approach the sun and begin to vaporize, unleashing
dynamical forces. Theimage was taken on Jan. 27, 2016, with Hubble's Wide Field Camera 3. [NASA, ESA, and D. Jewitt (UCLA)]

pieces. The Hubble images showed unprecedented detail of 73P's
breakup, but the comet
wasn't observed long
enough to document
the evolution of the
fragments over time,
unlike the case of 332P.”
The researchers estimate that Comet 332P
contains enough mass
to endure another 25
outbursts. “If the comet
has an episode every six
years, the equivalent of
one orbit around the
Sun, then it will be gone
in 150 years,” Jewitt
said. “It's the blink of
an eye, astronomically
speaking. The trip to
the inner solar system
has doomed it.”
The icy visitor hails from
the Kuiper Belt, a vast
swarm of objects at the
outskirts of our solar
system. These icy relics
are the leftover building blocks from our
solar system's construction. After nearly 4.5
billion years in this icy
deep freeze, chaotic
gravitational perturbations from Neptune
kicked Comet 332P out
of the Kuiper Belt.
As the comet traveled
across the solar system,
it was deflected by
the planets, like a ball
bouncing around in a
pinball machine, until
Jupiter's gravity set its
current orbit. Jewitt
estimates that a comet
from the Kuiper Belt
gets tossed into the
inner solar system every
40 to 100 years.
n
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The wonders
of Murray
Buttes
by Michele Ferrara

During its long march at the foot of Mount Sharp,
NASA's Curiosity rover studied for about a month
the surface conformation of the Murray Buttes
region, and just before leaving for other destinations it beamed back to Earth some spectacular
images that show with great definition the stratification of some rocky outcrops present in this
small area of Gale Crater.
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2016
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he background image shows
a grandiose view of the Murray Buttes region taken with the
High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment Camera (HiRISE) on
NASA's Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter. The yellow line shows
Curiosity’s path and stopping
stages (dots with the sols of reference). The images that follow
were taken by the rover during
its last stop there. [NASA/JPLCaltech/Univ. of Arizona]
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I

n September 2016, Curiosity rover had
clocked up 1,500 days (equal to 1460
Martians sols) inside Gale Crater, and the
event was fittingly celebrated by NASA
with the early release of some spectacular
images of finely stratified rock formations
which clearly confirm the fundamental action of the wind and water in the evolution of the Martian surface. These very
detailed pictures were taken in an area called Murray Buttes, located at the base of
Mount Sharp, which, with its altitude of
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5,500 metres, is the central peak of Gale
Crater (although its origin does not seem
to be a direct consequence of the crater
formation). The Murray Buttes region is
partly named after Bruce C. Murray (the
prominent planetary scientist, co-founder

PLANETOLOGY

of the Planetary Society and keen scholar
of Mars), and to indicate that this area is
characterized by isolated hills, with steep
slopes and flat tops (called in fact ‘buttes').
For a few months Curiosity has roamed
around land features of this type (only

O

n 8 September 2016,
while passing
between the
Murray Buttes,
near a land feature called Nauk-
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n this video recorded on September 2014, Katie Stack (JPL)
recalls the arrival of Curiosity
at the foot of Mount Sharp and
the alternative route that was
then chosen to reach the Murray Buttes region via the Pahrump Hills. [JPL/NASA]

www.jpl.nasa.gov/video/details.php?id=1327

about a month in the hills of
Murray Buttes) and NASA
geologists, after studying
the many images taken by
the rover's Mast Camera,
were able to get an idea of
how those structures could
have formed. Originally they were large
dunes formed by sand transported and deposited over time by the Martian wind
close to Mount Sharp’s slopes. After being
compacted under the pressure of their

luft Plateau, Curiosity examined
the ‘Stimson formation’, a layered
rock structure.
[NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS]

own weight, the dunes were transformed
into sandstone by chemical processes and
the action of the water circulating in the
porosity of the minerals present in them.
Subsequently to being buried under less
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bove, close-up view of a typical butte’s wall in the Murray Buttes region. Below, from one of the hills’ slope,
Curiosity rover managed to photograph the far edge of Gale
Crater, just noticeable in the haze. [NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS]

consistent layers of dust, the Murray Buttes region
that we know today has seen periods in which the
erosive action of wind and water was dominant.
The latter flowed in abundance in Gale Crater, as confirmed by Curiosity shortly after its landing on the red
planet. That combined action has resulted in the erosion and removal of less bonded material present
above and around the buttes (material that, apparently, was transported elsewhere), with the consequent exposure to the
sunlight of the more
hardened layers of
the former dunes,
which show clearly their sedimentary rock nature. The images on these
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T

his outstanding picture of
crumbling sedimentary rocks allows to imagine
the amount of information on the
Martian geological history that is
contained in these
layers, which resemble pages of a
giant stone book.
[NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS]
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pages, which
speak for themselves, were taken on 8 September 2016, and
illustrate at
best the final
stage of Curiosity at Murray Buttes,
at the end of which the
rover began a last
campaign of soil
per f or at ions
before resuming its journey
further up
the southern
slope of Mount
Sharp. n

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2016
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Highest resolution
image of Eta Carinae
by ESO

L

ed by Gerd Weigelt from the
Max Planck Institute for Radio
Astronomy (MPIfR) in Bonn, a
team of astronomers have used the
Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) at ESO’s Paranal Observatory to take a unique image of the
Eta Carinae star system in the Carina Nebula.
This colossal binary system consists
of two massive stars orbiting each
other and is very active, producing
stellar winds which travel at velocities of up to ten million kilometres
per hour (the two stars are so massive and bright that the radiation
they produce rips off their surfaces
and spews them into space. This
expulsion of stellar material is referred to as stellar “wind”, and it
can travel at millions of kilometres
per hour). The zone between the
two stars where the winds from
each collide is very turbulent, but
until now it could not be studied.
The power of the Eta Carinae binary pair creates dramatic phenomena. A “Great Eruption” in the

system was observed by astronomers in the 1830s. We now know
that this was caused by the larger
star of the pair expelling huge
amounts of gas and dust in a short
amount of time, which led to the
distinctive lobes, known as the Homunculus Nebula, that we see in
the system today. The combined effect of the two stellar winds as
they smash into each other at extreme speeds is to create temperatures of millions of degrees and
intense deluges of X-ray radiation.
The central area where the winds
collide is so comparatively tiny —
a thousand times smaller than the
Homunculus Nebula — that telescopes in space and on the ground
so far have not been able to image
them in detail. The team has now
utilised the powerful resolving
ability of the VLTI instrument
AMBER to peer into this violent
realm for the first time. A clever
combination — an interferometer
— of three of the four Auxiliary Telescopes at the VLT lead to a tenfold

T

his image is a colour composite
made from exposures from
the Digitized Sky Survey 2 (DSS2).
The field of view is approximately
4.7 x 4.9 degrees. [ESO/Digitized
Sky Survey 2]
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https://www.eso.org/public/videos/eso1637
a/

T

his animation zooms in on the massive
star system Eta Carinae, located in the
Carina Nebula. During the zoom the Homunculus Nebula and finally the violent surrounding of Eta Carinae becomes visible. [ESO,
Digitized Sky Survey 2, A. Fuji, Nick Risinger
(skysurvey.org), ESA/Hubble, T. Preibisch]
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T

his mosaic shows the Carina Nebula (left part of the image), home of the Eta Carinae star system. This part was
observed with the Wide Field Imager on the MPG/ESO 2.2metre telescope at ESO’s La Silla Observatory. The middle part
shows the direct surrounding of the star system: the Homunculus Nebula, created by the ejected material from the Eta Carinae system. This image was taken with the NACO near-infrared
adaptive optics instrument on ESO's Very Large Telescope. The
right image shows the innermost part of the system as seen
with the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI). It is the
highest resolution image of Eta Carinae ever. [ESO/G. Weigelt]
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increase in resolving power in comparison to a single VLT Unit Telescope. This delivered the sharpest
ever image of the system and yielded unexpected
results about its internal structures. The new VLTI
image clearly depict the structure which exists between the two Eta Carinae-stars.
An unexpected fan-shaped structure was observed
where the raging wind from the smaller, hotter
star crashes into the denser wind from the larger
of the pair. “Our dreams came true, because we
can now get extremely sharp images in the infrared. The VLTI provides us with a unique opportu-
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nity to improve our physical understanding of Eta Carinae and many
other key objects”, says Gerd Weigelt. In addition to the imaging,
the spectral observations of the
collision zone made it possible to
measure the velocities of the intense stellar winds. Measurements
were done through the Doppler
effect. Astronomers use the Doppler effect (or shifts) to calculate
precisely how fast stars and other

33

astronomical objects move toward
or away from Earth. The movement of an object towards or away
from us causes a slight shift in its
spectral lines. The velocity of the
motion can be calculated from this
shift. Using these velocities, the
team of astronomers were able to
produce more accurate computer
models of the internal structure
of this fascinating stellar system,
which will help increase our under-

standing of how these kind of extremely high mass stars lose mass
as they evolve. Team member Dieter Schertl (MPIfR) looks forward:
“The new VLTI instruments GRAVITY and MATISSE will allow us to
get interferometric images with
even higher precision and over a
wider wavelength range. This wide
wavelength range is needed to derive the physical properties of many
astronomical objects.”
n
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Hubble detects giant
‘cannonballs’ shooting
from star
by NASA

G

reat balls of fire! NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has detected superhot blobs of gas,
each twice as massive as the planet
Mars, being ejected near a dying
star. The plasma balls are zooming so
fast through space it would take only
30 minutes for them to travel from
Earth to the Moon. This stellar “cannon fire” has continued once every
8.5 years for at least the past 400
years, astronomers estimate.
The fireballs present a puzzle to
astronomers, because the ejected
material could not have been shot
out by the host star, called V Hydrae. The star is a bloated red giant,
residing 1,200 light-years away,
which has probably shed at least
half of its mass into space during its
death throes. Red giants are dying
stars in the late stages of life that
are exhausting their nuclear fuel
that makes them shine. They have
expanded in size and are shedding
their outer layers into space.
The current best explanation suggests the plasma balls were launched by an unseen companion star.
According to this theory, the companion would have to be in an elliptical orbit that carries it close to the
red giant's puffed-up atmosphere
every 8.5 years. As the companion
enters the bloated star's outer atmo-

T

his four-panel graphic illustrates how the binary-star system V Hydrae is launching balls of plasma into space. Panel 1 shows the two stars orbiting each other.
One of the stars is nearing the end of its life and has swelled in size, becoming a red
giant. In panel 2, the smaller star's orbit carries the star into the red giant's expanded atmosphere. As the star moves through the atmosphere, it gobbles up material
from the red giant, which settles into a disk around the star. The buildup of material reaches a tipping point and is eventually ejected as blobs of hot plasma along
the star's spin axis, shown in panel 3. This ejection process is repeated every 8.5
years, the time it takes for the orbiting star to make another pass through the
bloated red giant's envelope, shown in panel 4. [NASA, ESA, and A. Feild (STScI)]

sphere, it gobbles up material. This
material then settles into a disk
around the companion, and serves
as the launching pad for blobs of
plasma, which travel at roughly a
half-million miles per hour. This star
system could be the archetype to explain a dazzling variety of glowing
shapes uncovered by Hubble that are
seen around dying stars, called planetary nebulae, researchers say. A planetary nebula is an expanding shell
of glowing gas expelled by a star late
in its life. “We knew this object had
a high-speed outflow from previous

data, but this is the first time we are
seeing this process in action,” said
Raghvendra Sahai of NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, lead author of the study.
“We suggest that these gaseous
blobs produced during this late
phase of a star's life help make the
structures seen in planetary nebulae.” Hubble observations over the
past two decades have revealed an
enormous complexity and diversity
of structure in planetary nebulae.
The telescope's high resolution captured knots of material in the glow-
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ing gas clouds surrounding the dying stars. Astronomers speculated
that these knots were actually jets
ejected by disks of material around
companion stars that were not visible in the Hubble images. Most stars
in our Milky Way galaxy are members of binary systems. But the details of how these jets were produced remained a mystery.
“We want to identify the process
that causes these amazing transformations from a puffed-up red giant

time,” Sahai said. “The STIS data
show blobs that have just been
ejected, blobs that have moved a little farther away, and blobs that are
even farther away.” STIS detected
the giant structures as far away as 37
billion miles away from V Hydrae,
more than eight times farther away
than the Kuiper Belt of icy debris at
the edge of our solar system is from
the Sun. The blobs expand and cool
as they move farther away, and are
then not detectable in visible light.

to a beautiful, glowing planetary
nebula,” Sahai added. “These dramatic changes occur over roughly
200 to 1,000 years, which is the blink
of an eye in cosmic time.”
Sahai's team used Hubble's Space
Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(STIS) to conduct observations of V
Hydrae and its surrounding region
over an 11-year period, first from
2002 to 2004, and then from 2011
to 2013. Spectroscopy decodes light
from an object, revealing information on its velocity, temperature, location, and motion.
The data showed a string of monstrous, superhot blobs, each with a
temperature of more than 17,000
degrees Fahrenheit — almost twice
as hot as the surface of the Sun.
The researchers compiled a detailed
map of the blobs' location, allowing
them to trace the first behemoth
clumps back to 1986. “The observations show the blobs moving over

But observations taken at longer
sub-millimeter wavelengths in 2004,
by the Submillimeter Array in Hawaii, revealed fuzzy, knotty structures that may be blobs launched
400 years ago, the researchers said.
Based on the observations, Sahai and
his colleagues Mark Morris of the
University of California, Los Angeles,
and Samantha Scibelli of the State
University of New York at Stony
Brook developed a model of a companion star with an accretion disk to
explain the ejection process.
“This model provides the most plausible explanation because we know
that the engines that produce jets
are accretion disks,” Sahai explained.
“Red giants don't have accretion
disks, but many most likely have
companion stars, which presumably
have lower masses because they are
evolving more slowly. The model we
propose can help explain the presence of bipolar planetary nebulae,

the presence of knotty jet-like structures in many of these objects, and
even multipolar planetary nebulae.
We think this model has very wide
applicability.”
A surprise from the STIS observation
was that the disk does not fire the
monster clumps in exactly the same
direction every 8.5 years. The direction flip-flops slightly from sideto-side to back-and-forth due to a
possible wobble in the accretion
disk. “This discovery was quite surprising, but it is very pleasing as well
because it helped explain some
other mysterious things that had
been observed about this star by
others,” Sahai said.
Astronomers have noted that V Hydrae is obscured every 17 years, as if
something is blocking its light.
Sahai and his colleagues suggest
that due to the back-and-forth wobble of the jet direction, the blobs alternate between passing behind and
in front of V Hydrae. When a blob
passes in front of V Hydrae, it shields
the red giant from view.
“This accretion disk engine is very
stable because it has been able to
launch these structures for hundreds
of years without falling apart,” Sahai
added. “In many of these systems,
the gravitational attraction can
cause the companion to actually spiral into the core of the red giant star.
Eventually, though, the orbit of V
Hydrae's companion will continue to
decay because it is losing energy in
this frictional interaction. However,
we do not know the ultimate fate of
this companion.”
The team hopes to use Hubble to
conduct further observations of the
V Hydrae system, including the most
recent blob ejected in 2011. The
astronomers also plan to use the
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) in Chile to study
blobs launched over the past few
hundred years that are now too cool
to be detected with Hubble.
n
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T

his richly detailed view of the star formation region
Messier 78, in the constellation of Orion (The Hunter), was taken with the VISTA infrared survey telescope
at ESO’s Paranal Observatory in Chile. As well as the blue
regions of reflected light from the hot young stars the
image also shows streams of dark dust and the red jets
emerging from stars in the process of formation. [ESO]

ESO’s dustbuster
reveals hidden stars
by ESO

M

essier 78, or M78, is a wellstudied example of a reflection nebula. It is located approximately 1600 light-years away in
the constellation of Orion (The Hunter), just to the upper left of the
three stars that make up the belt of
this familiar landmark in the sky. In
this image, Messier 78 is the central,
bluish haze in the centre; the other
reflection nebula towards the right

goes by the name of NGC 2071. The
French astronomer Pierre Méchain is
credited with discovering Messier 78
in 1780. However, it is today more
commonly known as the 78th entry in
French astronomer Charles Messier’s
catalogue, added to it in December
of 1780. When observed with visible
light instruments, like ESO’s Wide
Field Imager at the La Silla Observatory, Messier 78 appears as a glowing, azure expanse surrounded by
dark ribbons. Cosmic dust reflects
and scatters the light streaming from

the young, bluish stars in Messier
78’s heart, the reason it is known as
a reflection nebula.
The dark ribbons are thick clouds of
dust that block the visible light originating behind them. These dense,
cold regions ae prime locations for
the formation of new stars. When
Messier 78 and its neighbours are observed in the submillimetre light between radio waves and infrared
light, for example with the Atacama
Pathfinder Experiment (APEX) telescope, they reveal the glow of dust
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T

hese comparison
cutouts show how
differently parts of this
rich star-forming complex in Orion appear at
different wavelengths.
In the infrared images
from the VISTA telescope (lower row) the
dust is much more transparent than in the visible light pictures from
the MPG/ESO 2.2-metre
telescope (upper row).
[ESO/Igor Chekalin]

grains in pockets just
barely warmer than
their extremely cold
surroundings. Eventually new stars will
form out of these pockets as gravity causes
them to shrink and heat
up. In between visible
and submillimetre light
lies the near-infrared
part of the spectrum,
where the Visible and
Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy
(VISTA) provides astronomers with
crucial information. Beyond dusty
reflections and through thinner
portions of obscuring material, the
luminous stellar sources within Messier 78 are visible to VISTA’s eyes. In
the centre of the image, two blue
supergiant stars, called HD 38563A

dish and yellow colours shown clearly in this image. These colourful
fledgling stars can be found in the
dust bands around NGC 2071 and
along the trail of dust running towards the left of the image. Some
of these are T Tauri stars.
Although relatively bright, they are
not yet hot enough
his zoom sequence opens with a
for nuclear fusion
wide-field view of the Milky
reactions to have
Way. We close in on the constellacommenced
in
tion of Orion and, as we zoom in on
their cores. In sevto a region close to Orion’s famous
eral tens of millions
belt, a fascinating region of dust
of years, they will
and reflection nebulosity starts to
attain full “starcome into view. The final scene rehood”, and will
veals a colourful and richly detailed
take their place
new image of Messier 78 taken with
alongside their stelthe VISTA infrared survey telescope
lar brethren lightat ESO’s Paranal Observatory in
ing up the Messier
Chile. [ESO/S. Brunier/Chris Johnson]
78 region.
n

and HD 38563B, shine brightly. Towards the right of the image, the
supergiant star illuminating NGC
2071, called HD 290861, is also seen.
Besides big, blue, hot stars, VISTA
can also see many stars that are just
forming within the cosmic dust
strewn about this region, their red-

T
http://www.eso.org/public/videos/eso1635a/
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Black hole hidden
within its own
exhaust
by ALMA Observatory

S

upermassive black holes, millions to billions of times the
mass of our Sun, are found at

A

the centers of galaxies. Many of
these galactic behemoths are hidden within a thick doughnut-shape
ring of dust and gas known as a
torus. Previous observations suggest
these cloaking, tire-like structures

are formed from the native material
found near the center of a galaxy.
New data from the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), however, reveal that the black
hole at the center of a galaxy named

rtist impression of the heart of galaxy NGC 1068, which harbors an actively feeding supermassive black hole. Arising
from the black hole's outer accretion disk, ALMA discovered clouds of cold molecular gas and dust. This material is
being accelerated by magnetic fields in the disk, reaching speeds of about 400 to 800 kilometers per second. This material gets expelled from the disk and goes on to hide the region around the black hole from optical telescopes on Earth.
Essentially, the black hole is cloaking itself behind a veil of its own exhaust. [NRAO/AUI/NSF; D. Berry / Skyworks]
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NGC 1068 is actually
these clouds, enabling
the source of its own
them to adhere to powdusty torus of dust and
erful magnetic field
gas, forged from malines that wrap around
terial flung out of the
the disk.
black hole’s accretion
Like water being flung
disk.
out of a rapidly rotaThis newly discovered
ting garden sprinkler,
cosmic fountain of cold
the clouds rising above
gas and dust could rethe accretion disk get
shape our understandaccelerated centrifuing of how black holes
gally along the magimpact their host galnetic field lines to very
axy and potentially the
high speeds − approxiintergalactic medium.
mately 400 to 800 ki“Think of a black hole
lometers per second
as an engine. It's fu(nearly 2 million miles
eled by material falling
per hour).
in on it from a flatThis is up to nearly
tened disk of dust and
three times faster than
gas,” said Jack Gallithe rotational speed of
more, an astronomer
the outer accretion
at Bucknell University
disk, fast enough to
in Lewisburg, Pennsylsend the clouds hurvania, and lead author
tling further out into
on a paper recently
the galaxy.
published in Astrophys“These clouds are travLMA image of the central region of galaxy NGC 1068. The toical Journal Letters.
eling so fast that they
rus of material harboring the supermassive black hole is high“But like any engine, lighted in the pullout box. This region, which is approximately 40
reach 'escape velocity'
a black hole can also light-years across, is the result of material flung out of the black
and are jettisoned in a
emit exhaust.” That ex- hole's accretion disk. The colors in this image represent the mocone-like spray from
haust, astronomers dis- tion of the gas: blue is material moving toward us, red moving
both sides of the disk,”
covered, is the likely away. The areas in green are low velocity and consistent with rosaid Gallimore.
tation around a black hole. The white in the central region means
source of the torus of
“With ALMA, we can
the gas is moving both toward and away at very high speed, the
material that effec- conditions illustrated in the artist impression. The outer ring area
for the first time see
tively obscures the re- is unrelated to the black hole and is more tied to the structure
that it is the gas that is
gion around the gal- of the central 1,000 light-years of the host galaxy. [Gallimore et.
thrown out that hides
axy's
supermassive al; ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO); B. Saxton (NRAO/AUI/NSF)]
the black hole, not the
black hole from optical
gas falling in. This sugviolet radiation. The outer reaches
telescopes. NGC 1068 (also known
gests that the general theory of an
of the disk, however, are consideras Messier 77) is a barred spiral galactive black hole is oversimplified,”
ably cooler and glow more appreaxy approximately 47 million lighthe adds. With future ALMA obserciably in infrared light and the milyears from Earth in the direction of
vations, the astronomers hope to
limeter-wavelength light that ALthe constellation Cetus (aka the
work out a fuel budget for this
MA can detect.
‘Whale’). At its center is an active
black hole engine: how much mass
Using ALMA, an international team
galactic nucleus, a supermassive
per year goes into the black hole
of astronomers peered deep into
black hole that is being fed by a
and how much is ejected as exthis region and discovered a sprinthin, rotating disk of gas and dust
haust. “These are fundamental
kling of cool clouds of carbon monknown as an accretion disk. As maquantities for understanding black
oxide lifting off the outer portion of
terial in the disk spirals toward the
holes that we really don't have a
the accretion disk. The energy from
central black hole, it becomes supergood handle on at this time,” conthe hot inner disk partially ionizes
heated and blazes bright with ultracludes Gallimore.
n
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Rare fossil relic of
early Milky Way
discovered
by NASA

T

erzan 5, 19,000 light-years from
Earth, has been classified as a
globular cluster for the fortyodd years since its detection. Now,
an Italian-led team of astronomers
have discovered that Terzan 5 is like
no other globular cluster known.
The team scoured data from the Advanced Camera for Surveys and the
Wide Field Camera 3 on board Hubble, as well as from a suite of other
ground-based telescopes, such as
the Multi-conjugate Adaptive Optics
Demonstrator at ESO’s Very Large
Telescope and the Near Infrared
Camera 2 at the W. M. Keck Observatory. They found compelling evidence that there are two distinct
kinds of stars in Terzan 5 which not
only differ in the elements they contain, but have an age-gap of roughly
7 billion years (the two detected
stellar populations have ages of 12
billion years and 4.5 billion years respectively).
The ages of the two populations indicate that the star formation process in Terzan 5 was not continuous,
but was dominated by two distinct
bursts of star formation.
“This requires the Terzan 5 ancestor
to have large amounts of gas for a
second generation of stars and to be
quite massive. At least 100 million
times the mass of the Sun,” explains
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Davide Massari, co-author of the
study, from INAF, Italy, and the University of Gröningen, Netherlands. Its
unusual properties make Terzan 5
the ideal candidate for a living fossil
from the early days of the Milky Way.
Current theories on galaxy forma-

P

tion assume that vast clumps of gas
and stars interacted to form the primordial bulge of the Milky Way,
merging and dissolving in the process. “We think that some remnants
of these gaseous clumps could remain relatively undisrupted and

eering through the thick dust clouds of the galactic bulge an international
team of astronomers has revealed the unusual mix of stars in the stellar
cluster known as Terzan 5. The new results indicate that Terzan 5 is in fact one
of the bulge's primordial building blocks, most likely the relic of the very early days of the Milky Way. [NASA/ESA/Hubble/F. Ferraro]

keep existing embedded within the
galaxy,” explains Francesco Ferraro
from the University of Bologna, Italy,
and lead author of the study. “Such
galactic fossils allow astronomers
to reconstruct an important piece
of the history of our Milky Way.”
While the properties of Terzan 5 are
uncommon for a globular cluster,
they are very similar to the stellar
population which can be found
in the galactic bulge, the tightly
packed central region of the Milky
Way. These similarities could make
Terzan 5 a fossilised relic of galaxy
formation, representing one of the
earliest building blocks of the Milky
Way. This assumption is strengthened by the original mass of Terzan
5 necessary to create two stellar
populations: a mass similar to the
huge clumps which are assumed to
have formed the bulge during
galaxy assembly around 12 billion
years ago. Somehow Terzan 5 has
managed to survive being disrupted
for billions of years, and has been
preserved as a remnant of the distant past of the Milky Way.
“Some characteristics of Terzan 5 resemble those detected in the giant
clumps we see in star-forming galaxies at high-redshift, suggesting
that similar assembling processes
occurred in the local and in the distant Universe at the epoch of galaxy formation,“ continues Ferraro.
Hence, this discovery paves the way
for a better and more complete understanding of galaxy assembly.
“Terzan 5 could represent an intriguing link between the local
and the distant Universe, a surviving witness of the Galactic bulge assembly process,” concludes Ferraro
while commenting on the importance of the discovery. The research
presents a possible route for astronomers to unravel the mysteries of
galaxy formation, and offers an unrivaled view into the complicated
history of the Milky Way.
n
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Rosetta missio
a fairy tale end
by Michele Ferrara

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2016
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After more than two years
of intensive and close-up
investigation of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, the
Rosetta probe reunited
again with its Philae lander
on the smaller lobe of the
comet. The scientific material produced by the mission is unprecedented and
sheds new light not only on
the formation and evolution of comets, but on the
entire solar system, marking a great success for the
European Space Agency.

O

n last 30 September, at 11:19
GMT, a controlled descent on the
surface of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko ended the glorious
ESA’s Rosetta space mission. The adventurous journey of the probe
which started in March 12 years
ago, had taken it to swing-by two
planets and two asteroids before bringing it slowly close to
the comet around which it
would have orbited for over
2 years. Rosetta mission

T

he Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko photographed by Rosetta during its final descent, from a
distance of about 15.5 km. [ESA/Rosetta/MPS for OSIRIS Team MPS/UPD/
LAM/IAA/SSO/INTA/UPM/DASP/IDA]
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phenomena evidenced
by a comet's nucleus
before, during and after the perihelion passage. Via both the orbiter and the lander,
the mission scientists
were able to examine
http://sci.esa.int/rosetta/58306-rosetta-s-final-path/ 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko in great detail, at different scales
and different wavelengths, and collect a
large amount of data
on its formation processes. Thus, it was finally possible to give
an answer to a quescan be seen as historic in many respects.
tion remained open for decades on whethBesides being the first to have had a probe
er or not primordial comets were responsiorbiting around a comet, it was also the
ble for bringing water to Earth. It turned
first to release a lander, the small laboraout that they cannot have done so, or at
tory Philae, which landed on its surface in
least not to a significant extent, since the
November 2014 and remained, regrettawater present on 67P/Churyumov-Gerasibly, active only for a few dozen hours. Romenko (which is probably representative
setta was also the first probe to follow the
of the entire class) contains a percentage

T

he animation
on the side
shows the path
followed by Rosetta during the
10 days prior to
its low speed impact onto 67P/
C-G, while the infographic below
shows Philae and
Rosetta’s landing sites. [ESA]
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of deuterium that is three
times higher that of terrestrial waters. This suggests
that all comets must have
formed in a much cooler region of the protosolar nebula, and thus decidedly
farther from the Sun than
the one in which our planet
formed. However, it remains
valid the assumption that
comets brought to Earth
some of the building blocks
of life. In fact, both Rosetta from orbit and Philae on
the surface have identified
a number of organic compounds that can be crucial
for the onset of life in a hospitable environment like our
planet. For example, it has
been detected the presence
of glycine, an amino acid
found in some proteins (such
as hemoglobin) which is

67

P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko shot on
29 September
from two different angles with
the OSIRIS camera, when Rosetta
was less than 23
km away from
the centre of the
comet. The image scale is 2.2
metres/pixel.
[ESA/Rosetta/MPS
for OSIRIS Team
MPS/UPD/LAM/IA
A/SSO/INTA/UPM/
DASP/IDA]
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formed by exposure to ultraviolet light of
water ice and which contains simple organic molecules, like ammonia and methane. It has been also identified the presence of phosphorus, a key component of
DNA and cell membranes. On a global
scale, the most interesting finding is perhaps the bi-lobed shape of the comet,
whose characteristics suggest that the
lobes were actually two different cometary nuclei formed independently, which
joined together as a result of a low speed
collision occurred in very remote times. It
has also been shown that the curious
shape of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
has a role in moving the surface dust and
in explaining the density and composition
variations measured in the cometary coma.

SMALL BODIES

It is to be noted that these and other valuable results were achieved over 786 days,
in a very hostile environment, around and
above an active comet while having to
overcome sudden outbursts of gas and
dust and make dangerous flybys close to
its surface.
Surprisingly, less than a month from the
conclusion of the mission, Rosetta’s OSIRIS camera also succeeded in photographing the lander Philae, whose exact

V

iew photographed by
Rosetta on 30 September at about 16
km from the comet's surface. The image scale is 30 metres/pixel. [ESA/Rosetta/MPS for OSIRIS Team MPS/UPD/
LAM/IAA/SSO/INTA/
UPM/DASP/IDA]
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position was unknown due to its dramatic
landing which prematurely impaired its
functionality. Putting an end to a mission
that produced such a wealth of results was
definitely a difficult but inevitable decision. Besides the fact that because of the
comet’s increasing distance, communications with the probe would have turned
out to be, month after month, more difficult, such difficulties would have shortly
become more marked due to the Sun nearing the line-of-sight between Earth and
the probe.
Therefore, on the evening of 29 September, mission operators initiated the procedure for the final manoeuvre to set Rosetta on a collision course with the comet.
At the time of beginning its descent, there
were just 19 km separating the probe and
the comet. The region chosen for its controlled crash (occurred at about 1 metre
per second) was Ma’at, on the smaller of
the two lobes, not far from an area with
active and particularly interesting pits
about a hundred meters wide and half as
deep. Since the final descent phase offered the possibility to study the gas and
dust behaviour at an extremely close dis-

T

he top right image taken on 30 September shows a portion of the
more flatter Ma’at region (image scale 17 cm/pixel) where Rosetta
landed. Above, another view of the same region shot from an altitude
of just under 6 km (image scale 11 cm/pixel). Right, one of Ma’at pits
called Deir el-Medina, where the primeval cometesimals that formed
the comet were detected (image scale 2.3 cm/pixel). [ESA/Rosetta/MPS
for OSIRIS Team MPS/UPD/LAM/IAA/SSO/INTA/UPM/DASP/IDA]
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metres size, which
could be primeval
cometesimals that in
clustering together
gave life to that part
of the comet's nucleus during the first
few million years of
the solar system’s existence. The instruments aboard Rosetta have continued to work until
the very end, collect-

ing and returning
to Earth the most
significant data on
the environments
closest to the surface of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko,
where dust, gas and plasma are accelerated to form the comet tails. The last image
transmitted by the
probe shows details
of just a few centimetres across to a
degree unimaginable not so long
ago. Even though
the mission’s operhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVKFyFbfpOI
ational phase has
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcYo-qQ5HbA
finished on 30 September, the analysis of the scientific
data will continue
for many years to
come and it will certainly lead to new
discoveries.
n

tance and take very high-resolution images, scientists took this opportunity for
having a look inside these pits with the
aim to understand the role that they play
in the comet’s activity and, above all, to
see what is hidden inside them. Some of
the last images sent to Earth by the probe
show strange blocks of material of a few

L

eft, the 26 geological regions
identified on
67P/C-G. [ESA/Rosetta/MPS for OSIRIS Team MPS/
UPD/LAM/IAA/SS
O/INTA/UPM/DAS
P/IDA; El-Maarry
et al., A&A, 2016]

T

his picture is
the last image
sent to Earth by
Rosetta when the
probe was at an
altitude of about
20 metres. The
area framed is
just 96 cm wide
and the image
scale is only 2 mm/
pixel. [ESA/Rosetta/MPS for OSIRIS
Team MPS/UPD/
LAM/IAA/SSO/INT
A/UPM/DASP/IDA]
On the side, Rosetta mission
grand finale, an
actual documentary in the form
of animated fairy
tale. [ESA]
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